Macroprolactinaemia: a biological diagnostic strategy from the study of 222 patients
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Abstract

Objectives: Gel filtration chromatography (GFC), the gold standard for macroprolactinaemia (MPRL) diagnosis, is a slow, costly and labour-intensive method. To limit the number of GFC required, we evaluated two screening tests for MPRL: prolactin (PRL) recovery after polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation and PRL concentration ratio, derived from two assays, each having different big-big-PRL cross-reactivities.

In some patients, MPRL is characterised by clinical symptoms which can be associated with an excess of monomeric PRL. We compared the monomeric PRL concentration obtained from GFC with the PRL concentration i) on a cobas e 601 analyser and ii) in the supernatant after PEG precipitation.

Design and methods: We studied hyperprolactinaemic sera subjected to physician-ordered GFC, between February 2013 and July 2014. We performed PEG precipitation (to evaluate the PRL concentration and rate of recovery in the supernatant) and two PRL assays: RIA and electrochemiluminescent assay (ECLIA), on a Roche cobas e 601 analyser, and calculated the RIA/ECLIA ratio.

Results: Among the 222 sera, we were able to diagnose or exclude MPRL in 72.1% of cases, based solely on the ratio and/or recovery. In the remaining cases, GFC was necessary for making a diagnosis. Elevated monomeric PRL was present in 10.9% of macroprolactinaemic sera. In the case of MPRL, both PRL measurements on the cobas analyser and in the supernatant weakly correlated with monomeric PRL values obtained from GFC.

Conclusions: The combination of PEG and RIA/ECLIA ratio analysis reduced the number of necessary GFC. However, GFC is essential in MPRL cases to evaluate the monomeric PRL concentration.

Introduction

Three different molecular forms of circulating prolactin (PRL) have been described, categorised according to their molecular mass: monomeric PRL (23 kDa), big-PRL (bPRL, 40–60 kDa) and big-big-PRL (bbPRL, > 100 kDa, also called macroprolactin). Monomeric PRL is generally the most common form circulating in healthy subjects and in hyperprolactinaemic sera (1, 2). Macroprolactinaemia (MPRL) is the condition which results when the high molecular mass forms (bPRL, bbPRL) are predominant. MPRL is classically associated with asymptomatic hyperprolactinaemia (3, 4), though symptoms of hyperprolactinaemia have been described in some macroprolactinaemic patients (5, 6, 7, 8, 9). The prevalence of MPRL has been estimated at being between 10 and 45% in the hyperprolactinaemic population (2, 5, 6, 10). In most cases, bbPRL is composed of immune complexes of PRL and anti-PRL auto-antibodies (IgG) (7, 11, 12, 13). The subsequent hyperprolactinaemia may be attributed to a diminished clearance rate, due to the high molecular size of these bbPRL complexes (11). Detection of bbPRL is
commonly undertaken by PRL immunoassays, with variable, system-dependent cross-reactivities (14, 15, 16). However, the anti-PRL auto-antibodies can mask the immunoassay epitopes of interest and/or interfere with binding to the solid phase, to various degrees (15).

As MPRL can lead to delayed diagnosis or even misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment, it has been suggested that all hyperprolactinaemic sera should be routinely screened for bbPRL (8, 17, 18, 19). Although bbPRL may be the predominant molecular form in MPRL, monomeric PRL may simultaneously be found in excess. Therefore, MPRL could be associated with monomeric hyperprolactinaemia, which may lead to the development of hyperprolactinaemic symptoms. Thus, in the case of MPRL, it is important to also determine the monomeric PRL concentration (8). Gel filtration chromatography (GFC) is the gold standard method for diagnosing MPRL and quantifying PRL molecular forms in sera, including monomeric PRL, but this is a slow, costly and labour-intensive method. In order to limit the number of GFC required, alternative separation methods have been developed. Amongst them, polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation of bbPRL is the most commonly employed (19, 20, 21, 22). Analysis of the discrepancies between results obtained from two PRL assays, with different cross-reactivities, has been suggested as a viable MPRL analysis technique (23, 24). We evaluated two MPRL screening methods: first, the rate of PRL recovery in the supernatant after PEG precipitation and secondly, the ratio of PRL concentrations derived from two different assays (RIA and electrochemiluminescence assay with Prolactin II on a Roche cobas e 601 analyser) and PRL measurement in the supernatant after PEG precipitation (1, 22, 25, 26) were performed.

Subjects and methods

Study patients

From February 2013 to July 2014, 624 sera samples, with accompanying medical prescriptions requesting PRL GFC, were received at the Centre de Biologie et Pathologie Est (Bron, France). Hyperprolactinaemia was confirmed (with RIA and/or electrochemiluminescent assay (ECLIA)) in 386 of these samples. Of these 386 hyperprolactinaemic sera, we further analysed 222 randomly selected samples. Each sample was divided into two different aliquots.

ECLIA measurements were performed on the first aliquots immediately, while the second aliquots were stored at −20°C until RIA analysis. The RIA measurements before and after PEG precipitation were performed on the same day once a week. The GFC was performed, when required, on the same aliquot, after one more freeze/thaw cycle. The samples which were drawn in our institution were split and frozen on the day of collection. The samples originating from other hospitals or laboratories were already frozen upon arrival at our institution. These were assayed after two freeze/thaw cycles.

Assay methods

Electrochemiluminescent assay ➤ The concentrations of PRL were measured on a cobas e 601 analyser with Prolactin II reagent (Roche Diagnostics), using an immunochemical method based on the sandwich principle, with two monoclonal PRL-specific antibodies. One biotinylated antibody interacted with streptavidin-coated micro particles. The secondary antibody was labelled with a ruthenium complex. After application of a voltage, chemiluminescent emissions were assayed. This assay has a low cross-reactivity towards bbPRL. The reference range was 4–15.2 µg/l for men and 4.8–23.3 µg/l for women. Internal controls on two levels were run each day (PCU1 and PCU2, Roche). The inter-assay coefficient of variation (CV) was 3.77% at level 11.5 µg/l and 4.01% at level 42.2 µg/l.

RIA ➤ Our in-house RIA is based on the competition principle. The serum samples were incubated for 18–24 h at 5±3°C with PRL labelled with 125I (20 000 cpm/sample) and in-house rabbit anti-human PRL antibodies (27). These polyclonal antibodies were non-specific for the monomeric form of PRL (28). Antigen-antibody complexes were separated from free PRL by precipitation using a precipitating reagent (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique). The precipitate was washed with gelatin phosphate buffer and the radioactivity in the remaining pellet was measured with a γ-counter. Duplicate analyses were performed on each serum. Our RIA method detects all molecular forms of PRL. The reference range was <25 µg/l for men and <30 µg/l for women. The inter-assay CV was 8.0% at level 17.85 µg/l and 8.5% at level 60.93 µg/l.

For both methods (ECLIA and RIA), calibrators were traceable to the WHO Third International Standard 84/500. The PRL concentrations in µg/l can be converted to mIU/l by multiplying by 21.2.
We calculated the PRL ratio in native sera according to the formula: PRL concentration derived from RIA (µg/l)/PRL concentration derived from ECLIA (µg/l).

**Separation methods**

**PEG precipitation** The PEG precipitation was performed according to the general principle described by Fahie-Wilson & Soule (2). A PEG solution was prepared using 25% w/v PEG 6000 (Merck Schuchadt OHG), dissolved in freshly prepared PBS (KH2PO4: 0.2 g/l, Na2HPO4, 2H2O: 1.78 g/l, KCl: 0.2 g/l, NaCl: 8 g/l) at room temperature. PEG (100 µl) was added to 100 µl of patients’ serum and mixed by a vortex. The samples were incubated for 10 min at room temperature, and then were centrifuged at 4500 g for 15 min at 4°C. PRL calibration standards, in plasma free PRL, were treated identically with PEG. The PRL concentrations were measured in 50 µl of the supernatant using RIA. Hyperprolactinaemic sera with predominant monomeric PRL were used as internal controls. The inter-assay CV was 8.2% at level 60.6 µg/l. The intra-assay CV was 4.8% at level 39.2 µg/l. The intra-assay and intra-assay CV for macroprolactinaemic serum were 12.1 and 8.6% respectively (at level 14.9 µg/l). The PRL recovery was calculated according to the formula: (PRL in the supernatant after PEG precipitation, yielded from RIA analysis (µg/l))/PRL in the native serum yielded from RIA analysis (µg/l)×100.

To establish an upper limit of PRL concentration in the supernatant after PEG precipitation in female samples, we tested sera from 46 normoprolactinaemic women (normal PRL concentrations obtained by RIA and ECLIA analyses).

**Gel filtration chromatography** All GFC analyses were performed at room temperature with PBS on a Sephacryl 200 HR (45×1.5 cm) column. Before analysis, the column was calibrated with molecular weight markers: Dextran Blue (2000 kDa), monomeric PRL (23 kDa) labelled with 125I (10 000 cpm, 20 µl) and ovalbumin (45 kDa) labelled with 125I (10 000 cpm, 20 µl). One millilitre of plasma (or diluted plasma if the concentration was > 200 µg/l, in order to obtain a PRL concentration of around 200 µg/l), together with Dextran Blue and a tracer dose of 125I-PRL, was applied to the column. Elution was carried out using PBS, at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. The fractions were collected every 4 min. Radioactivity was measured with a γ-counter. Monomeric PRL (23 kDa) was eluted in fractions which corresponded to the 125I-PRL-induced peak of radioactivity. The two previous fractions may also have contained glycosylated monomeric PRL (25–29 kDa).

Dextran Blue allowed the estimation of the exclusion volume of the column and the elution fractions for bbPRL. The fractions were then pooled, two-by-two, and 400 µl were taken from each pooled eluate and analysed for PRL using RIA. The relative amounts of monomeric PRL, bbPRL and bbPRL in each serum were determined from the GFC elution profile.

The monomeric PRL concentration after GFC (GFC monomeric PRL) was calculated according to the formula: (amount of monomeric PRL from GFC (%)/100)×PRL concentration in the native serum obtained by RIA (µg/l). We considered that normal monomeric PRL values obtained from GFC for women were ≤21 µg/l (≤444 mU/l), as reported by Beltran et al. (1).

**Definition of groups**

The samples were classified according to the molecular PRL form which was present in the highest proportion in the eluate, after GFC. The samples with predominantly bbPRL or bPRL were classified as part of the MPRL group. The samples with predominantly monomeric PRL made up the monomeric PRL predominance (mPRL) group.

**Statistical analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 5.01. A two-tailed P value of < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. We assessed the differences in categorical variables with the χ2 test. The medians were compared with the Mann–Whitney U (unpaired data) and Wilcoxon (paired data) tests. The associations between continuous variables were evaluated with the non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Comparisons to a reference method were assessed using Deming regression (slope and Y-intercept). We assessed agreement with Bland–Altman analysis.

**Results**

**Study population characteristics**

We studied 222 sera obtained from 197 women (age range 10–78 years) and 25 men (age range 17–76 years). The median PRL concentrations calculated by RIA and ECLIA were 47.4 and 49.5 µg/l for women, and 38.4 and 36.7 µg/l for men respectively.

The MPRL group contained 64 samples (28.8% of the study population). In 63 cases, 54 women (age range 15–74
Several years ago, a predominant form of PRL was observed in burn patients. Only one woman had a predominant monomeric PRL form (21% monomeric PRL, 54% bPRL, 24% bbPRL). Patient characteristics for both the MPRL and mPRL groups are given in Table 1.

The PRL concentration obtained from RIA and ECLIA assays were closely correlated in the mPRL group ($r = 0.909$, $P < 0.0001$). This correlation was lower in the MPRL group ($r = 0.598$, $P < 0.0001$).

**Screening for MPRL**

PRL recovery after PEG precipitation ▶ The PRL recovery rates for both groups are given in Table 1. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, for recovery against GFC, had an AUC of 0.9739 ($P < 0.0001$, 95% CI: 0.9501–0.9978). Thus, the PRL recovery method was highly effective for the identification of MPRL.

A recovery value of $< 30\%$ (19.8% of the samples) was 100% specific for detecting MPRL. The values of $> 80\%$ (31.1% of the samples) indicated an absence of MPRL. Recovery rates for half of the samples (49.1%) were in a grey area (between 30 and 80%), and GFC was necessary for successful diagnosis. GFC showed MPRL in 18.3% of these latter cases (Fig. 1). According to the ROC curve for recovery against GFC, a recovery value of $< 65\%$ (48.6% of the samples) indicated MPRL with a sensitivity of 96.9% and a specificity of 70.9%.

**Table 1** Characteristics of patients in both macroprolactinaemia (MPRL) and monomeric PRL predominance (mPRL) groups. The values are displayed as the median (minimum; maximum). The number of men and women in both groups were compared using the $\chi^2$ test. Medians were compared by the Mann–Whitney $U$ test. PRL recovery (%) = (PRL in the supernatant (µg/l)/PRL in the native serum derived from RIA (µg/l)) x 100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>MPRL ($n = 64$)</th>
<th>mPRL ($n = 158$)</th>
<th>$P$ values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women ($n$)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.4008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men ($n$)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.4008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>32.5 (15; 76)</td>
<td>34 (10; 78)</td>
<td>0.6083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big-big-PRL (%)</td>
<td>78 (24; 98)</td>
<td>16 (3; 40)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big-PRL (%)</td>
<td>10 (1; 54)</td>
<td>11 (1; 31)</td>
<td>0.1356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomeric PRL (%)</td>
<td>12 (1; 38)</td>
<td>71 (40; 96)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomeric PRL (µg/l)</td>
<td>8.25 (1.3; 64.6)</td>
<td>28.5 (10.7; 431.7)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRL assays (in native sera)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA (µg/l)</td>
<td>72.45 (21.5; 617.7)</td>
<td>39.95 (17.7; 449.7)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLI A (µg/l)</td>
<td>33.35 (9.3; 156.6)</td>
<td>53.35 (21.8; 523.3)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA/ECLI A</td>
<td>2.035 (0.64; 11.16)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.55; 1.83)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG precipitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRL in supernatant (µg/l)</td>
<td>12.75 (3.3; 136.4)</td>
<td>32.85 (10.6; 641.9)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRL recovery (%)</td>
<td>19.95 (2.1; 77.9)</td>
<td>76.45 (31.8; 142.7)</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A $P$ value of $< 0.05$ is significant. GFC, gel filtration chromatography; PRL, prolactin; ECLI A, electrochemiluminescent assay; PEG, polyethylene glycol.

**Fig 1** Percentage monomeric prolactin (PRL) after gel filtration chromatography and PRL recovery after polyethylene glycol precipitation, according to the chromatographic pattern (mPRL, monomeric PRL predominance; MPRL, macroprolactinaemia).
The performance level of this technique for the identification of MPRL.

Samples presenting a ratio of $>1.83$ (15.8%) were all macroprolactinaemic samples. All samples presenting a ratio of $<0.64$ (9.4%) contained predominant monomeric PRL. The remaining 74.8% of samples fell between these two groups, with ratios of between 0.64 and 1.83. GFC showed that among these latter samples, 17.5% were macroprolactinaemic (Fig. 2).

According to the ROC curve for the PRL ratio against GFC, a ratio value of $>1$ (36.5% of the samples) indicated MPRL with a sensitivity of 93.8% and a specificity of 86.7%.

Combination of PEG precipitation and RIA/ECLIA PRL ratio

The PRL ratios and recovery rates are presented in Fig. 3. All samples with a ratio of $<1$ and recovery of $>65%$ (48.6% of the samples) contained predominant monomeric PRL, according to GFC analysis. For these samples, the recovery rate together with the ratio could exclude MPRL diagnosis. All samples with a ratio of $<0.64$ and/or a recovery of $>80%$ (33.3% of the samples) contained predominant monomeric PRL. All samples with a ratio of $>1.83$ and/or a recovery of $<30%$ (22.1% of the samples) were macroprolactinaemic. Some samples satisfied several of these criteria.

GFC was necessary for the samples that did not meet with one or more of these criteria (27.9% of the samples). GFC showed MPRL in 24.2% of these latter cases. We could ultimately diagnose MPRL, with a sensitivity of 100%.

Evaluation of monomeric PRL concentration

GFC monomeric PRL

The GFC monomeric PRL values for both groups are given in Table 1. In the MPRL group, seven female patients (10.9%) had a GFC monomeric PRL value of above 21 µg/l (24.2–64.6 µg/l). These seven patients had an excess of monomeric PRL, associated with MPRL.

PRL concentrations derived from ECLIA

The PRL concentrations obtained by ECLIA (Table 1) correlated strongly with GFC monomeric PRL values. However, the correlation was lower in the MPRL group than in the mPRL group: $r=0.687$ ($P<0.0001$) vs $r=0.906$, $P<0.0001$ (Fig. 4). In the MPRL group, the slope and Y-intercept within a 95% CI were $(2.779; 4.526\, \mu g/l)$ and $(-11.53; 14.97\, \mu g/l)$.

We evaluated the bias for PRL values obtained by ECLIA, compared with GFC monomeric PRL: % difference $(100 \times (\text{PRL from ECLIA} - \text{GFC monomeric PRL})/\text{average})$ vs average $(\text{PRL from ECLIA} + \text{GFC monomeric PRL})/2$.

In the MPRL group, the bias (95% limits of agreement) was $+119.24\%$ ($+59.76\%$; $+178.72\%)$ (Fig. 5).

PRL in the supernatant after PEG precipitation

The PRL concentrations in the supernatants after PEG precipitation (Table 1) were strongly correlated with GFC monomeric PRL values in the mPRL group: $r=0.848$ ($P<0.0001$). However, the correlation was lower in the
Conversely, one woman had a normal supernatant PRL concentration (12.9 µg/l), while the GFC monomeric PRL was elevated (26.4 µg/l).

Taken together, 17 (30.9%) of the 55 macroprolactinaemic women would have been misclassified based on assessment of the PRL concentration in the supernatant alone.

**Discussion**

We found MPRL to be prevalent in 28.8% of our 222 hyperprolactinaemic samples, an incidence which was close to that reported by Leslie et al. (6) (26.3% in 1225 patients). These findings confirm that MPRL is a common condition. Moreover, we diagnosed MPRL by GFC, which remains the gold standard screening method. It should be noted that in this study, we examined a select population of hyperprolactinaemic patients in whom MPRL was suspected, as they were prescribed GFC.

Correct MPRL diagnosis is important to avoid unnecessary tests, misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatments in some cases of hyperprolactinaemia. We also chose to perform a high cross-reacting assay (RIA), in order to diagnose the largest possible number of existing MPRL, even in those with a normal PRL concentration, as demonstrated by a low cross-reacting assay such as

**Figure 4**

Prolactin (PRL) concentration by ECLIA and monomeric PRL concentration after gel filtration chromatography (GFC), according to the chromatographic pattern (mPRL, monomeric PRL predominance; MPRL, macroprolactinaemia). GFC monomeric PRL = (amount of monomeric PRL obtained by GFC (%)/100) x PRL concentration in the native serum derived from RIA (µg/l).

**Figure 5**

Bias for prolactin (PRL) concentration by ECLIA, compared with monomeric PRL concentration after gel filtration chromatography (GFC monomeric PRL) in the macroprolactinaemia group: % difference ((100 x (PRL from ECLIA – GFC monomeric PRL)/average) vs average ((PRL from ECLIA + GFC monomeric PRL)/2). GFC monomeric PRL = (amount of monomeric PRL obtained by GFC (%)/100) x PRL concentration in the native serum derived from RIA (µg/l).
ECLIA. Indeed, ECLIA analysis showed that 14 women from our macroprolactinaemic population had normal PRL concentrations. Without a complementary high cross-reacting PRL assay, these 14 samples would not have been further analysed and the definitive diagnosis of MPRL would have been missed. We recognise that this RIA technique is not affordable in every laboratory, but as a reference centre it is essential that we do not miss an MPRL diagnosis, which is why we chose to continue to use it.

Given its high intrinsic performance (according to its ROC curve), PEG precipitation appeared to be a successful screening test for the diagnosis of MPRL. However, in our experience, the grey area of PRL recovery (30–80%), for which GFC was necessary for diagnosis, was more extensive than that described previously (19, 20, 21, 29) and encompassed about half of the samples. On the basis of data shown in Fig. 1, we would have missed 17.2% of the MPRL cases, by using the classic cut-off of 40% recovery. Two sera with predominant bbPRL (95 and 78% of bbPRL) had particularly high PRL recovery rates (77.9 and 75.8% respectively). Heterogeneity of bbPRL could explain these results. For example, a small proportion of bbPRL is not in an IgG-bound form, but forms IgA–PRL complexes, the precipitation of which may be incomplete (14).

In the MPRL group, the PRL established by RIA was almost always higher than the PRL by ECLIA. This is consistent with the higher cross-reactivity of RIA towards high molecular forms of PRL. This observation led us to use the ratio of the two values to screen for MPRL. Unlike PEG precipitation, this method has not yet been validated, though analysis of its ROC curve showed comparable intrinsic performances (AUC = 0.9683 vs 0.9739 for PEG precipitation) for the diagnosis of MPRL. However, with this method, about 75% of the samples fell into the grey area. If a high ratio (> 1.83) enabled us to confirm MPRL, lower values were less discriminate.

In our laboratory, in order to improve sensitivity, we chose to take into account the results of not only PRL recovery, but also the RIA/ECLIA PRL ratio. The results of the RIA/ECLIA ratio (if > 1.83 or < 0.64) and the PRL recovery (if < 30% or > 80%), taken individually, allowed us to diagnose or exclude MPRL in 55.4% of the samples. Moreover, a combined criteria of RIA/ECLIA of < 1 and PRL recovery of > 65% was achieved in 48.6% of our cohort and excluded MPRL. In all, we could provide a diagnosis without GFC for 72.1% of the hyperprolactinaemic samples. However, for the remaining 27.9% of the

**Figure 6**
Prolactin (PRL) concentration in the supernatant after polyethylene glycol precipitation and monomeric PRL concentration after gel filtration chromatography (GFC), according to the chromatographic pattern (mPRL, monomeric PRL predominance; MPRL, macroprolactinaemia). GFC monomeric PRL = (amount of monomeric PRL yielded from GFC (%)×100)×PRL concentration in the native serum from RIA (µg/l).

**Figure 7**
Bias for prolactin (PRL) concentration in the supernatant, compared with monomeric PRL concentration after gel filtration chromatography (GFC monomeric PRL) in the macroprolactinaemia group: % difference ((100×(PRL in the supernatant−GFC monomeric PRL)/average) vs average ((PRL in the supernatant+GFC monomeric PRL)/2). GFC monomeric PRL = (amount of monomeric PRL obtained by GFC (%)×100)×PRL concentration in the native serum derived from RIA (µg/l).
cases, GFC was necessary for definitive confirmation or exclusion of MPRL. This strategy allowed us to significantly reduce the number of time-consuming and expensive GFC required.

Along with the diagnosis of MPRL, it is essential to evaluate the monomeric PRL concentrations in this group, in order to ascertain whether an excess of monomeric PRL is present and determine any potential associations with specific symptoms. Currently, GFC is the gold standard method for separation of the different PRL molecular forms, and so we considered the GFC-yielded monomeric PRL value as the reference. Monomeric PRL, obtained from GFC, was compared with a reference derived from GFC of normal subject sera (1).

The PRL measurement by ECLI A overestimated the monomeric PRL concentration and only weakly correlated with GFC monomeric PRL values. Therefore, its diagnostic value is limited and cannot be used to look for an excess of monomeric PRL in the MPRL group. No PRL assay has an exact specificity for monomeric PRL, even those with low cross-reactivity (14, 15, 16, 30). The heterogeneity of high molecular PRL forms and the resulting difference of cross-reactivity with ECLI A, together with their variable amounts in sera, can explain this discrepancy.

The measurement of PRL concentration in the supernatant could also be used to estimate monomeric PRL. However, in the case of MPRL, it was only weakly correlated with GFC-yielded monomeric PRL levels. Thus, this value does not seem to be a reliable estimation of the monomeric PRL concentration in the case of MPRL. It may be speculated that reliability is diminished due to the fact that PEG precipitation is non-specific and a significant, yet highly variable, amount of monomeric PRL is co-precipitated with high molecular forms (25% on average) (22). Furthermore, the precipitation of high molecular forms of PRL is not perfectly constant. As previously mentioned, IgA–PRL complexes are only partially precipitated. In addition, bPRL may precipitate, at least partially (22, 30), but little is known about it. In our study, the serum with predominant bPRL (54%) had a PRL recovery of 17.0%, which is consistent with bPRL precipitation. Conversely, we did not detect bPRL in the resolubilised precipitate of a serum with 31% bPRL. Thus, precipitation of bPRL by PEG may vary from one serum to another. Low concentrations of PRL were detected in the supernatants, in MPRL cases. However, the inconsistency between the PRL concentrations in the supernatants and GFC monomeric PRL values did not appear to be inversely related to the PRL levels.

In the 55 female patients of the MPRL group, we compared the classification obtained by using the threshold of PRL in the supernatant, to the classification according to the GFC monomeric PRL levels. Seventeen of the 55 female patients would have been misclassified based on the values of PRL in the supernatant. Sixteen of these would have been misdiagnosed as having an associated excess of monomeric PRL.

In conclusion, PRL recovery after PEG precipitation combined with RIA/ECLI A PRL ratio analysis allowed the definitive exclusion or diagnosis of MPRL, without GFC, in 72.1% of our hyperprolactinaemic patients. However, in the other 27.9% of cases, it remained necessary to perform GFC to obtain a definitive diagnosis. GFC was essential in all macroprolactinaemic samples to ascertain whether there existed an associated excess of monomeric PRL.
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